Hurricane’s toxic impact runs deep

BY JESSICA PRIEST

Hurricane Harvey-related pollution was at its worst in the Crossroads as it was in high demand during the storm's worst. From Aug. 25 to Sept. 10, the Crossroads area reported releasing more than 160,000 pounds of contaminants into the atmosphere during shutdowns and startups.

(Off that, about 6,537,000 pounds of contaminants are considered dangerous to humans by the Center for Biological Diversity. Records show most of the contaminants came from Formosa Plastics in Point Comfort. UCC Seadrift Operations reported briefly losing power and releasing a small amount of ethylene oxide, which was later found to be among the 160,000 pounds of contaminants released after Harvey.)

Hurricane’s toxic impact runs deep

Damage more serious than authorities acknowledged
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YOAKUM — A toxic onslaught from the nation’s fourth-largest city, the extent of this environmental assault is beginning to surface, while questions about the long-term consequences for human health remain unanswered.

County, state and federal records pieced together by The Associated Press and The Houston Chronicle revealed that the Crossroads area reported releasing a far more widespread toxic impact than authorities acknowledged.

For Cesar Del Rio, the loss of his 2016 Chevrolet Tahoe in his heart.
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